
Ready to break the stereotype of 
Siemens PLC + Siemens HMI ?

Weintek has better solutions for 
your S7-1200 controller !



Seamless Conversion Gives 

Your Automation a Makeover!

Weintek’s

 

free EasyBuilder

 

8000 programming software supports the “Tag 

 
Addressing”

 

feature that enables users to use similar “tag addresses”

 

to 

 associate each object (part) with corresponding “tag addresses”

 

in S7‐1200 

 
controller. With EasyBuilder

 

8000 software, users can integrate the S7‐1200 

 
controller, MT8000 HMI operator panels, and all connected devices together 

 
smoothly and efficiently.



Weintek’s MT8000 Series HMIs 
not only provide an intuitive interface for 

your S7-1200 controller, they make your 

applications to an advanced level. 

Weintek’s MT8000 Series HMIs 
not only provide an intuitive interface for 

your S7-1200 controller, they make your 

applications to an advanced level.



16-bit bright, high-contrast 65K-color TFT displays of the 
MT8000 Series HMIs offer superior clarity and wide viewing 
angles as well as enable stunning graphics, which give 
your applications a makeover. 

16-bit bright, high-contrast 65K-color TFT displays of the 
MT8000 Series HMIs offer superior clarity and wide viewing 
angles as well as enable stunning graphics, which give 
your applications a makeover.

※ Superior Clarity & Wide viewing Angles※ Superior Clarity & Wide viewing Angles



Every MT8000 HMI supports 3 serial ports. With this feature, 
users can connect multiple devices simultaneously – 
including PLCs other than the S7-1200, drives, controllers, bar 
code scanners and more. 

Every MT8000 HMI supports 3 serial ports. With this feature, 
users can connect multiple devices simultaneously – 
including PLCs other than the S7-1200, drives, controllers, bar 
code scanners and more.

※ Simultaneous Multiple-device Connections※ Simultaneous Multiple-device Connections



Users can benefit from hardware expansion via MT8000 HMI’s universal 
SD and USB interfaces, such as data storage via USB Flash Drives or 
SD cards, connection to a USB mouse, external keyboard, printers, PCs, 
bar code readers, amplified speakers and other devices. 

Users can benefit from hardware expansion via MT8000 HMI’s universal 
SD and USB interfaces, such as data storage via USB Flash Drives or 
SD cards, connection to a USB mouse, external keyboard, printers, PCs, 
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※ Hardware Expansion via MT8000 HMI’s I/O Interfaces※ Hardware Expansion via MT8000 HMI’s I/O Interfaces



MT8000 HMI’s audio function enable configuration of sound 
output or alarming for occurrence of particular events in 
operation. 

MT8000 HMI’s audio function enable configuration of sound 
output or alarming for occurrence of particular events in 
operation.

※ Audio Function for Sound Output or Alarming※ Audio Function for Sound Output or Alarming



All MT8000 Series HMI models can display animated motion. And 
the “X” Series models also support the Media Player function to 
allow users to incorporate video tutorials for operation and 
maintenance instructions or procedures, which can help users to 
create an environment that enables any on-site operators to 
perform tasks efficiently from clear, comprehensible instructions. 

All MT8000 Series HMI models can display animated motion. And 
the “X” Series models also support the Media Player function to 
allow users to incorporate video tutorials for operation and 
maintenance instructions or procedures, which can help users to 
create an environment that enables any on-site operators to 
perform tasks efficiently from clear, comprehensible instructions.

※ Animation Support & Video Capability※ Animation Support & Video Capability



Built-in power isolation technology makes the MT8000 HMIs 
more reliable in noisy, harsh operation environments. 
Built-in power isolation technology makes the MT8000 HMIs 
more reliable in noisy, harsh operation environments.

※ Built-in Power Isolation Technology※ Built-in Power Isolation Technology









※ A Wider Choice of Weintek MT8000 HMIs※ A Wider Choice of Weintek MT8000 HMIs

MT8100iH
400MHz RISC 
10” Widescreen
800x480 TFT

MT8104XH
500MHz X86
10.4” 800x600 TFT

MT8121X
500MHz X86
12.1” 800x600 TFT



What else ?What else ?

Try Weintek MT8000 HMI to learn 
more by yourself ! 
Try Weintek MT8000 HMI to learn 
more by yourself !
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